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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

’Transportation....is unquestionably the most important 
industry in the world. You can no more operate a 
grocery store or a brewery than you can win a war with
out transportation....’ (1)

This quote, although not directly concerned with livestock trans

port, is no less true for the livestock industry. Fowler, in 1957, esti

mated that transportation composed 50 per cent of the livestock market

ing bill. This author estimated the 1960 freight bill to the Arizona 

livestock industry was $4.9 million.

Arizona livestock transportation dates back to Coronado and his 

search for the seven cities of Cibola in 1540. From the early days of 

trailing to the railroads beginning in the l870's to the present day high

way system, transportation has been vital. Traditionally, Arizona has 

exported a major portion of its livestock to other states. Even in the 

days of droving, the cattle moved west to California.

Arizona is adapted to the production of livestock, being endowed 

with 45 million acres (2) of range used for cattle production and with a 

mild climate conducive to a high feed conversion ratio for feeding opera
- . i  -

tions.
1
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Because essentially all cattle must at some time be transported 

and incur freight charges, it becomes desirable to investigate these 

rates. The over-all goal of this study is to determine and analyze the 

factors affecting the freight rates for livestock shipments originating or 

terminating in Arizona. Accompanying this will be an attempt to con

struct a model of livestock freight rates for Arizona. Current research 

has not yet produced a model applicable to Arizona and the West.

Such information should be quite useful. It should aid the cattle 

industry in making adjustments to keep abreast of changing conditions.

It should provide a basis for appraising the equity of existing rates. 

Also, it should be of value to those transporting livestock for making 

management decisions. • .

Production of Livestock

In 1960, cattle and calves accounted for 21 per cent of the net 

sales of agricultural and forest products produced in Arizona or $92 

million (3). Livestock ranked second to cotton in net sales in Arizona's 

agricultural sector.

Cattle income sources can be classified into three categories:

(1) production of feeder stock from cow herds, (2) grazing cattle on 

range and pasture, and (3) the fattening of cattle in Arizona feedlots. 

The 1960 estimates of these net income sources were $29.7 million, 

$21.3 million, and $40.7 million, respectively (4).
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All livestock sources contributed $167, 668, 000, or 7.02 per cent, 

of the total Arizona gross income in 1959 (5). This figure contained all 

livestock and livestock products. Sale of cattle and calves composed 

79.47 per cent of the total livestock gross income which was 5.58 per 

cent of the total Arizona gross income.

Arizona received inshipments in 1960 (6) of 465, 701 head of 

cattle. In 1956 (7), only 304, 001 head were received. Outshipments 

are also increasing. In 1956, 556, 669 head were shipped out of Arizona, 

while in 1960 614, 546 head were transported out of Arizona.
-' ■ i

Although some deviation will exist , a detailed study of 1957 

cattle shipments indicated a movement pattern as illustrated in Figure

1. Arizona cattle were shipped throughout the United States, with Cali

fornia destinations accounting for 75.28 per cent of the exports.

In-state destinations of Arizona livestock are depicted in Fig

ure 2. This includes both in-state and out-of-state origins. Maricopa

and Pinal counties were the two major destinations, accounting for 61.43
. : • -■

per cent of all cattle received in Arizona. :

Arizona livestock are largely transported by motor vehicles.
■ 2 ; - : :

Based on 1957 data , 91.5 per cent of cattle movements originating in

1 Conversations with the cattle and trucking industries indicate 
that more cattle are presently moving east than in 1957, because of 
processing facilities recently constructed in New Mexico and Texas.

2 Movement data was obtained from the tabulation of 1957 Brand 
Inspection Records, which show each cattle movement, by the Depart
ment of Agricultural Economics, University of Arizona.



l e g e n d :

NUMBER OF CATTLE

UNDER IOOO ----

1 0 0 0 - 4 , 9 9 9  —

5 . 0 0 0 -  9 ,9 9 9  —

1 0 . 0 0 0 -  19,999 ■ ■

2 0 , 0 0 0  8  OVER

OTHER DESTINATIONS 

CANADA I 

MEXICO 2 ,3 1 4  

UNLOCATED 4 3 , 5 2 7

Figure 1. Destinations of cattle shipments originating in Arizona in 1957
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MOHAVE APACHENAVAJOCOCONINO

9,847
YAVAPAI

YUMA

MARICOPA

7.988
643.114

'GRAHAM

PINAL

105,141

PIMA
COCHISE

83.777

SANTA CRUZ

19,632
UNLOCATED 7 5 ,4 8 8

Figure 2. Destinations by county of cattle received in Arizona in 1957.
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Arizona were shipped by truck. Eighty three and six-tenths per cent of 

the interstate hauls were by truck, while 94.5 per cent of the intrastate 

hauls were by truck.

The average length of haul for all methods of mechanized trans

portation was 208 miles. Trucks alone had an average haul of 183 miles, 

while the length of haul for railroads was 480 miles.

Because of the high proportion of animals moving by motor 

vehicles, this study is concerned with an analysis of truck rates. How

ever, rail transport should not be entirely excluded in future work.

Objectives

With the general situation in focus, the specific objectives of the 

study can be set forth.

1. To determine and analyze the factors affecting truck freight 

rates for livestock shipments originating or terminating in 

Arizona.

2. To assemble empirical data to examine the influencing 

factors.

3. To construct a model of truck transportation rates for 

Arizona livestock.

4. To determine the relationship of transit conditions and 

service rendered to the rates charged for Arizona livestock.
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Sources of Data

The intrastate rate data were obtained from a mail survey in 

which questionnaires were sent to all Arizona ranchers. The question

naire requested the rate charged, size of shipment, size of truck, dis

tance, origin, destination, and time. Of the 1, 200 questionnaires sent,

143 were returned, yielding 11.9 per cent return. The geographic dis

persion of the respondents indicated a good representation of shipping 

points throughout the state.

Because many ranchers only ship at the most a few hundred head 

per year, feedlot operators were contacted to represent large shippers. 

The Arizona Cattle Feeders Association furnished a list of 20 operations 

distributed over the state. From this list, 14 operations were contacted, 

representing 33 per cent of Arizona’s 457, 000 head marketed out of 

feedicts in 1960. Freight invoices were audited to obtain data comparable 

to that received from the mail questionnaires.

Preliminary investigation indicated that in-state rates varied 

greatly from the published tariff. However, interstate rates were quite 

comparable to the tariffs published by the Associated Livestock Carriers 

of Arizona. Consequently, in-state rates used in the study were those 

rates charged to the shipper in the years 1959 and 1960. Interstate 

rates used in the study were those appearing on the published tariffs.
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One exception was for points having no published rates, in which case 

rates charged were used.

Some questions in the mail questionnaire were unanswered. To 

fill these gaps and to attain an understanding of the livestock transpor

tation industry, 39 trucking firms of the 52 firms having permits to 

transport cattle in Arizona were contacted. The remaining 13 firms 

were firms having localized operating rights of 25 and 50 miles and 

were not actively engaged in business.

Two other sources of data were used. An unpublished mileage 

table, developed by the Division of Rates and Tariffs of the Arizona 

Corporation Commission, furnished mileages within Arizona, as some 

ranchers omitted mileages in the questionnaires. The second source 

was the use of highway maps to obtain mileages beyond Arizona bound

aries.

A comprehensive study was made of 1957 Brand Inspection 

Records of the Arizona Livestock Sanitary Board. Cattle movements 

originating in Arizona were traced to their destination and the totals 

tabulated. Class, of animal and method of transport were kept separate 

in the initial investigation. However, for this study, movements were 

aggregated into a total of all classes for both methods of transport. 

Further summation was made of the 1, 514 destinations and 198 recorded 

origins. The 37 Brand Inspection points were used as origins to repre

sent the state. In-state destinations were grouped by county, while
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interstate destinations were grouped into geographic area and/or 

state.

To attain the total volume received by counties, the State 

Veterinarian's Monthly Reports sent to the Arizona Cattlemen's Associ

ation for out-of-state origins were added to the shipments originating 

within Arizona.

Backhaul information was obtained from a sample of the 1960 

Arizona Port Entry records. Because of massive volume of records, 

three ports and three months were selected. Ports were selected to 

reflect differences in ports of entry. Yuma was selected to represent 

west bound traffic. Since Highway U.S. 80 is the main link to the east, 

San Simone was selected to represent eastern movements. Both of 

these entry points are on heavily traveled routes serving major market 

areas. Sanders, located in northeastern Arizona on U.S. 66, was 

selected as a port with a relatively sparse traffic flow.

The months of January, May, and October were examined rather 

than the whole year. The selection was based upon known seasonal 

variations of cattle movements. October was selected as the busiest 

month (Figure 3). May and January were not only chosen to reflect 

seasonal variations of livestock movements, but to reflect seasonal 

fluctuations of backhaul traffic.

The volume of records and lack of funds prohibited treatment of 

the complete months. Consequently, 10-15 day periods were audited at
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OUTSHIPMENTS
INSHIPMENTS

JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC.

Source: Hill, James S., Movement and Transportation of Arizona 
Cattle, unpublished M.S. thesis, University of Arizona, 
Tucson, 1959, p. 22.

Figure 3. Seasonal variation in shipments of cattle and calves, Arizona, 
average for period 1946-1958.
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both the beginning and end of the three months, varying with each port 

of entry, as each port represented a different situation.

Statistical Methods

The statistical technique used in this study was multiple regres

sion analysis. From the theoretical development of rate theory a rate 

model was presented of this form:

Rate = f(X15 X2, .... Xn)

where X^, Xg, ... X^ were independent variables influencing rates or 

predictors. To allow testing of the regression function and to make it 

operational, it was postulated in the following form:

Rate «  ̂X^ + @2 ^ 2  *“ * ^n ^n  + C

This equation expresses the relationship of the independent vari

ables to rates. The above equation is an equation for a plane. /3Q deter

mines the elevation of the plane. The jS.’s, partial regression coeffi

cients, fix the orientation of the surface. They establish the slope of the 

regression of the dependent variable, Y, on the independent variable,

Xj, with the other independent variables held constant.

The random error, e, is the error arising from errors in the 

equation. This results from the omission of variables influencing the 

dependent variable. It is assumed that the distribution of these errors 

is a normal distribution with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of cr.
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To estimate the unknown parameters, j3q and y3 ̂  the method of 

least squares was used. This procedure gives the best unbiased linear 

estimates of the dependent variables (8).

Certain characteristics peculiar only to intrastate rates and to 

interstate rates indicated the necessity of establishing a separate func

tion for each situation.

Calculations were made on the IBM 650 digital computer. The 

computer program used was the Stepwise Multiple Regression Proce

dure, developed by Esso Research and Engineering Company (9).

Limitations of the Study

Several limitations must be considered in appraising and using 

the functions. Structural considerations such as state rate regulations 

and operating rights have been omitted. One cannot use the functions in 

their present state for examining the effect of structural changes. The 

equations are useable for prediction of rates under current conditions.

Another limitation is that one must be careful to apply the proper 

equation to the haul being investigated. Different variables were hypoth

esized for each function depending on whether an interstate or intra

state situation was being examined.

The functions are applicable only to commercial truck transpor

tation and not rail transportation. If the predicted rate is used, care 

must be taken to identify it as a truck rate.
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The most important limitation of the study is the lack of high 

quality data. The mail questionnaire technique allows bias to be intro

duced. The sm all response further weakens the accuracy of the results. 

The port of entry sample was quite small and quite likely did not pro

perly reflect the number of backhauls to their destinations.

The regression model used assumes that the independent vari

ables are free from error. This assumption seems to be seriously 

endangered by the data used, thus limiting the reliability of the results.

The preciseness of the expressed relationships tend to over

simplify the situation. Knowledge of the industry is needed to appraise 

the analysis. Dependence on the statistical findings alone will quite 

likely lead to erroneous conclusions by the uninformed.
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CHAPTER H

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Considerable literature exists in the general subject of trans

portation rates, which provides the principles needed for a livestock 

rate study. Literature concerning livestock transportation rates is 

extremely limited. To the author's knowledge, no work in this specific 

area of rate models is published. However, the University of California 

has done some investigation of the problem. Because of the limited 

livestock transportation literature, other transportation studies must 

be reviewed to gain the basic principles of rate theory.

The existing literature is divided into three categories for p re

sentation: (1) cost studies; (2) general description of carrier charac

teristics, rate making, and rates; and (3) rate functions as postulated 

for spatial studies of the livestock-beef sector of the economy.

Cost Studies

Transporting Utah Cattle by Truck (1)

The purpose of this study was to determine truck operating costs 

and rates in Utah and to compare the effect of certain factors upon costs 

and rates.
15
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Fixed costs ranged from $394 per year for pickups to $5,485 for 

diesel trucks. Average variable costs ranged from 4.51 cents per mile 

for pickups upward to 11.98 cents for gasoline semi-trucks. Diesel units 

of equal size were slightly less at 10.40 cents per mile. Size of truck, 

distance of haul and type of road surface affected the cost of transport

ing cattle. ; ;

Rates varied between 30 and 40 cents per loaded mile for two- 

ton trucks and increased to 55 to 75 cents per loaded mile for diesel 

units. Small truck operating costs were estimated to be 23 per cent 

higher when fully loaded, while large trucks were only faced with 19 per 

cent cost increase when fully loaded. Costs in all cases increased when 

operating on gravel surfaces. Both small and large truck costs increased 

35 per cent on gravel surfaces. Mountain roads with hard surfaces 

increased costs by 57 per cent for small trucks and 70 per cent on large 

units. Costs per mile were higher on short hauls than for longer hauls 

because acceleration and deacceleration costs were distributed over 

fewer miles. • v

These factors affected costs more than they affected rates.

Report on the Cost of Transporting Cattle in Truckload Lots by Motor 
Vehicle Equipment in the State of California (2)

This exhibit, submitted to the California Public Utilities Com

mission, was concerned with the development of a new cost structure
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arising from the introduction of new technology and state legislation 

allowing longer hauling units.

An average load space of 51 feet and minimum of 30, 000 pounds 

were used in the cost construction. Fixed costs per year for a truck 

and trailer unit were $3, 083. Service life was estimated to be 10 years 

for the truck and 12 years for trailers. Running costs per mile were 

estimated to be $.148 per statute mile. Maintenance and repairs 

accounted for 47.3 per cent of running costs, fuel accounted for 34.6 per 

cent, tires 16.0 per cent, and oil 2.1 per cent.

Bedding, loading and unloading, weighing fees, en route and 

indirect costs composed full costs. At 90 and 100 per cent operating 

ratios (percentage which operating expenses are of operating revenues) 

on a constructive mileage basis, full costs per hundredweight were 

advanced for 30, 000-pound, 35,000-pound, and 38, 000-pound loads for 

both feeder and fat cattle. Full costs ranged from $.053 for a 10-mile 

haul to $1,044 for a 500-mile haul with a 100 per cent operating ratio.

A 90 per cent operating ratio had full costs ranging from $.059 to 

$1,170. At a 90 per cent operating ratio and 150 constructive miles, a 

30, 000-pound, but less than 35,000-pound load, had costs of $0,373 

per hundredweight. A load of 35, 000 pounds, but less than 38,000 

pounds, had costs of $0,341. A load of 38, 000 pounds and over reduced 

costs to $0,315 per hundredweight.
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Report on Cost of Transporting Livestock in Large Truckloads in the 
State of California (3)

This report was also an exhibit to the California Public Utility 

Commission, but by a different witness.

Running costs were estimated to be $0,158 per statute mile. 

Depreciation expense and fixed expenses were estimated to be $3, 258 

per year.

Full costs at a 90 per cent operating ratio ranged from $0,215 

per hundredweight for 70-80 miles up to $0.93 per hundredweight for 

500-525 miles. All costs were calculated on a 35, 000-pound load basis.

Sheep transit costs tended to range higher. At the 70-80 mile 

(90 per cent operating ratio) interval, sheep costs were $0.25 per hun

dredweight. At 500-525 miles, they had increased to $1,175. The 

differential between cattle and sheep moved from 6 cents up to approxi

mately 20 cents.

The difference can be attributed to load differences as sheep 

costs were developed on a 30, 000-pound load basis.

Descriptive Studies

Hired Truck Transportation in Marketing Livestock (4)

This was a descriptive study of hired truck movement of live

stock from the farm and ranch to market. A sample of 6, 600 farm 

operators drawn from the Census of Agriculture was enumerated.
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Cattle moved, on the average, 120 miles to terminal markets. Move

ment direct to packers averaged 80 miles.

In the west all lengths of haul except farm to farm movements, 

moved longer distances. Movement to terminal markets averaged 192 

miles, direct to the packers averaged 154 miles, movement to auction 

markets averaged 56 miles, and farm to farm movements averaged 27 

miles. . ■. -

Calves moved shorter distances than cattle. Movement to 

terminal markets averaged 92 miles in the United States and averaged 

155 miles in the west.

The average transportation cost per head of cattle was $3.38, 

for calves $1.43, and $0.96 for sheep and lambs for terminal market 

hauls. Auction hauls were lower with $1.51 for cattle and $0.87 for 

calves per head. Costs in the west were generally highest due to the 

longer distances.

Several factors were attributed to cost variation. Distance, 

size of load, and bargaining ability were recognized as the most impor

tant factors.

Freight Rates on New Mexico Livestock and Feed (5)

This study by Cockerill, completed in 1948, was a description 

of the rate structure facing New Mexico livestock and grain producers.
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New Mexico rates to Kansas City, Los Angeles, Fort Worth, and 

Denver were compared to equidistant points in Colorado and Wyoming.

In all cases of equidistant comparisons, New Mexico rates were higher. 

The Roswell-Kansas City (769 miles) rate was 54 cents per hundred, 

while the Greeley, Colorado to Kansas City rate (787 miles) was 47 cents 

per hundredweight.

In all mileage groups except the 901-1,000 mileage block, Colo

rado had more favorable rates than New Mexico. This exception reflected 

more favorable rates to Los Angeles from New Mexico than the other 

states compared.

Fat cattle rates were 18 per cent higher than feeder cattle rates. 

This difference was attributed to the higher value and risk involved with 

fat cattle.

Similarly, Cockerill concluded that New Mexico had higher grain 

rates than other states. However, New Mexico was importing grain 

rather than exporting, as with cattle.

Freight Rates on Rice: An Analysis of a Commodity Rate Structure (6)

This study by Douglas delves into the cost of service and value 

of service factors as they affect rate-making for rice.

Douglas concluded that differential rates were in the best inter

est of the industry. This was advanced because of the differences in 

milling locations and the markets. In other words, the value of service
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criterion should be the decisive factor rather than mileage. Rates 

should be determined by the competing carriers and transport agencies 

in cooperation with the mills. Cost of service has been the criterion, 

but it did not serve in the best interests of the rice industry.

Citrus Fruit Rates Development and Economic Appraisal (7)

This study by Bigham and Roberts was an examination of rates 

on a commodity basis rather than the class rate approach. The thesis

of their argument was that citrus rates from California and Texas are
; . . * • • - : . . . . • , • •

unreasonable because they were too low.

Out-of-pockets must be covered by the rate and only return on 

investment in road and equipment should be omitted from out-of-pocket 

costs. Therefore, the out-of-pocket costs on which the rates were based 

were too low.

They conclude that value of service factors and the added traffic 

theory were invalid in rate-making. Bigham and Roberts believed that . 

cost of service factors should be used for rate-making and determining 

reasonable minimum rates.

The Structure of Trans continental Railroad Rates (8)

Dagget and Carter have presented one of the classical transpor

tation studies in this effort. Their over-all attempt was to relate the 

effect of railroad freight rates on the economy of California. To do this,
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they necessarily had to examine the rate structure and its influencing 

factors, thus this specific study.

First, the physical characteristics of the routes between the 

West Coast and the East such as traffic density, distances, and topo

graphy were presented.

They concluded that a stric t mileage system was inadequate in 

railroad rate-making. Actual road mileage was somewhat circuitous in 

the West because of mountain ranges. Mileage rate-making was awk

ward; thus mileage blocks were used. However, these mileage zones 

become irregular and unexplainable in terms of mileage rates.

Competition and the desire to extract maximum revenue from a 

territory with known characteristics become the tenable explanation of 

rate variation. Competition with the south in citrus production was 

offered as an example.

They concluded by stating that distance and elevation effects were 

distorted by the relations of carriers to each other and management 

interests of maximizing revenue. Consequently, rates become extremely 

complicated.

Rate Functions

Formulas for Adjusting Milk Transportation Rates (9)

This study was designed to present a formula for the Connecticut 

Milk Producers Association and truckers to use for adjusting fluid milk

rates.
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Since little competition existed among the trucks and cash costs 

composed 80 per cent of the total costs, costs were considered to be the 

main factors in rate-making. Costs were divided into labor, tires and 

tubes, gasoline, and trucks. . •

Volume of milk deliveries was found to have a negative effect on 

costs, thus was included as a factor.

The resultant formula was as follows:

.40% of wage rate index + 21% of gaso- 

Cost adjustment index * line price index + 21% of the index of

the price of tires and tubes + 18% of 

truck price index.

Per cent change from milk deliveries

Volume adjustment index . P«r farm in base period, divided by

. three, subtracted from 100 if an

increase and added to 100 if a decrease.

Basic hauling rate (28 cents per hun-

Formula hauling rate * dredweight) times cost adjustment index 
(to next full cent
per hundredweight) times volume adjustment index.

The formula rate and actual rate were very close. On a yearly basis,

1946 through 1950, an average of .5 cent deviation existed.



Spatial Price Equilibrium Analyses of the Livestock Economy (10)

Although the study was not primarily concerned with transporta

tion rates, or live animal rates, Judge and Wallace suggested a rate
' :  ■■

model for use in their spatial analysis of the livestock economy. The 

function was of the following form:

C.. =

C.. * .0008M,. + .046M..1/ 2 (Rail) 
i] i] ij

C.. K .0015M..+.0226M..1/ 2 (Truck)

Cy * cents per hundredweight of beef carcass 

My * mileage between i and j.

€ ss unobservable random error.

Parameters were estimated for both rail and truck based upon 

rail mileage and highway mileage, respectively. The rail function 

explained 97 per cent of the rate variation, while the truck function 

explained 96.9 per cent.

Observations of 66 and 25, respectively, were used with trans

continental distances.

Econometric Analysis for Public Policy (11)

Fox, in his work with the livestock-feed economy, suggested 

rate functions of the following nature.
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I) X.. « 30 + 0.07 M..

n) x.. = 30 + 0.08 M..

HI) X.. * 30 + 0.09 M..

where

Xy * freight rate on livestock in cents per hundredweight.

Equation I was for areas of low rate levels, n  was for medium 

rate levels, and equation in represented high rate level situations.

Little was said concerning the development and adequacy of the 

functions.

Movement and Transportation of Arizona Cattle (12)

Hill, in 1959, presented the first investigation into the transpor

tation of Arizona cattle.

Outshipments demonstrated a definite seasonality, with peaks in 

May and October. Inshipments had one peak occurring in October.

For the period 1946-1958, over 75 per cent of Arizona’s cattle 

went to California. Texas, New Mexico, Utah, and Colorado composed 

the other major destinations.

Prior to the closing of the Mexican border in 1946, Mexico 

origins accounted for 45 per cent of Arizona cattle imports. However,
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for the 1946-1958 period, Texas has accounted for 54 per cent of 

Arizona cattle imports.

Hill estimated 95 per cent of the intrastate shipments move by 

truck, while only 85 per cent of the interstate movements were by 

truck. : '

The mileage rate relationship between Los Angeles and Arizona 

points was examined by simple linear regression techniques. Because 

the regression of rates on distance was nonsignificant, Hill visually 

investigated the scatter diagram to determine other possible influences. 

Hill constructed a scatter diagram of the geographical observations and 

plotted the regression line of rates on miles. Each point was labeled 

to maintain its geographical identity. Using the regression line as a 

horizontal divider, two separate vertical lines were drawn from the 

regression line to divide the diagram into four parts. The vertical 

lines were drawn on the basis of keeping points of the same geographical 

area together.

The high rates of Area One were attributed to the isolated 

character of the area as they were not located in the line of traffic to 

Los Angeles from Phoenix and Tucson. Area One points were above the 

regression line and to the right of the vertical line. These points 

represented origins west of the Salt River Valley and from the Mexican 

border to the Colorado river.
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The high rate structure. of Area Two was related to the rough 

topography of the Area. These were the points lying above the regres

sion line and to the right of the vertical line. The points were located 

in northern Arizona.

Area Three had lower livestock rates. Hill concluded the cause 

to be relatively better roads and fewer mountains. Points in Area 

Three were located below the line of regression and to the right of the 

vertical line. These origins were those of southern Arizona, excluding 

the Tucson area.

The fourth area represented the lowest rates of the scatter.

These low rates were attributed to the large volume of livestock being 

shipped from those points and the presence of backhauls. Area Four 

was situated below the regression line and to the left of the lower vertical 

line. All points of this scatter were those located in the Phoenix- 

Tucson Area.

Hill concluded the study by suggesting the need for examining 

the relationship of rates to road conditions, volume of cattle traffic, 

and the volume of other traffic.

Evaluation of Literature

The Utah cost study did not have a detailed enough cost break

down to be extremely valuable in investigating livestock transportation. 

Such costs as bedding costs and weighing fees were omitted. Questions
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could be raised as to the accuracy of the results. However, they did 

suggest factors affecting rates which were useful to this study as a 

method of gaining an insight of the problem.

The two California cost studies utilized an engineering cost 

approach to present a comprehensive breakdown of costs facing truck 

transportation of livestock. These studies are important to this 

endeavor for two reasons: (1) they present an excellent breakdown of 

the costs facing livestock trucking, and (2) the high proportion of vari

able costs of total costs is available.

As previously stated, other rates studies must be reviewed to 

gain an understanding of rate-making. Three of the studies in the des

criptive classification fall into this category. The rice rate study p re

sents the value of service concept used to explain rice rates and its 

merits, especially to allow certain areas to compete, over a cost 

orientated rate structure.

Diametrically opposed to this position was the citrus fruit rate 

study. Again, its purpose and problem were not directly related to this 

study. However, the cost of service concept and its advantages were 

presented. They pointed out that out-of-pocket costs must be covered 

by the rates charged. This becomes quite important when related to the 

high variable costs of trucking, as the California cost studies indicate, 

where approximately 90 per cent of the total costs would be classified

as variable.
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The Dagget and Carter investigation introduced the mileage and 

road condition influences upon ra tes. These effects were tempered by 

value of service factors. The importance of this study is that both cost 

of service and value of service concepts do play a p a r t in rate-making.

Phillips' study on hired truck transportation of livestock is too 

general to be of any direct value for constructing a model of livestock 

rates. However, several suggestions were advanced as to what factors 

do affect rates. Bargaining ability, distance and size of load were sug

gested as relevant factors which provide a beginning point for a more 

detailed analysis of the factors affecting livestock rates.

The value of the New Mexico rate study is limited, as it is p ri

marily a report of the rates facing New Mexico livestock producers. 

However, the importance of distance and road conditions, i.e., moun

tainous roads, was recognized. •

All of these studies do recognize distance and road conditions as 

factors influencing rates. The objection to them was that the actual 

relationships were not closely examined to see how complete the expla

nations were in terms of explaining, rate variation.

For the objectives of this study, the rate functions are much 

more important. The milk rate study, although not entirely what is 

desired for this study, does have several things in common with live

stock transportation. The most important is the specialized equipment 

each commodity generally requires and the minimum of backhaul.
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Consequently, the emphasis on the cost of service approach used by the 

milk transportation study would seem appropriate for a livestock rate 

study.

The two rate models taken from the two spatial studies leave 

much to be desired. Although the Wallace and Judge function was for 

beef carcasses, it does suggest the methodology of regression analysis. 

Also, the curvilinear relationship of mileage to rates is recognized.

The Fox function was for livestock. Because the Fox function is 

the one most directly related to this investigation, it will be more closely 

evaluated. Fox does not allow for the curvilinear distance-rate relation

ship. The parameter estimates were based on rather long distances.

One must remember that the average length of haul is 200 miles or less; 

thus, the interregional distances used by Fox seem unrealistic. Also, 

to be realistic, a model is needed that is capable of predicting rates on 

a more precise basis than regions of the United States. The omission 

of other influences becomes important when considering the length of 

haul and the preciseness desired.

As with any research, research determining and analyzing 

freight rates is an evolutionary process. Hill's work seems to be what 

might be termed as a step in the research process. Evaluation of Hill's 

work should not be particularly based on positive results, but the recog

nition of why the results were not adequate and suggestions for improve
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ment. On this basis Hill’s study was quite valuable. His suggestions 

concerning road conditions, backhauls, and volume shipped, and the 

volume received for the next phase of the process seem most important 

in constructing an adequate model of livestock freight rates for Arizona 

livestock.
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CHAPTER IH 

RATE THEORY

Characteristics of Truck Transportation

To develop a theory of livestock truck rates, the characteris

tics of truck transportation must be considered. One of the most 

important characteristics is the relatively small minimum investment 

required. The roadway does hot have to be built by the carrier but is 

paid for in variable costs. Technology is relatively simple. This 

results in rather high variable costs. Variable costs are estimated to 

run between 90 and 100 per cent of total cost.* The Bureau of Trans

port Economics and Statistics of the ICC considers that not over 10 per 

cent of costs can be considered as constant.

The small minimum investment allows a many-firmed industry. 

Over 57,000 fleets have TO or more trucks (1). This accounts for only 

570, 000 trucks of the 12 miHion registered in the United States.

This is dependent upon the time period under deliberation.

34
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Arizona livestock transportation is a many-firmed industry. In 

1960, 52 firms were certified to transport livestock within Arizona. A 

78 per cent sample of the firms actively engaged in hauling livestock 

indicated the average number of livestock trucks was 12 per firm.

With high variable costs, motor carrier costs do not decrease 

with a large number of units per fleet. Average costs tend to decline up 

to a few units, at which point average costs increase slightly or remain 

constant.

Some motor carrier rate attorneys contend trucking costs are 

all variable (2). However, this probably overstates the case of what is 

normally considered variable costs. If unused capacity exists, certain 

costs become fixed, as entry and exit from the industry cannot be 

immediate from a practical viewpoint.

To facilitate future discussion, fixed costs must be defined. For 

this study, fixed costs were divided into three categories. Fixed costs 

are dependent upon time, thus will be classified on a time basis.

1. Annual fixed costs: These are the costs incurred upon an 

annual basis. Property taxes, licenses, insurance, and depreciation 

due to obsolescence fall into this classification. Because the firm is 

easily liquidated, costs will not be considered beyond the annual basis.

2. Intermediate fixed costs: Certain states, such as Arizona, 

allow road fees to be paid on a quarterly or monthly basis. Consequently,



the fixed element is for part of a year. Other items such as quarterly 

insurance and monthly salaries of management and drivers (certain top 

drivers are so paid) are further examples of this classification.

3. Trip fixed costs: These are costs that become fixed once 

committed to provide a given haul. Bedding, weighing fees, return trip 

costs, deadhead mileage, and certain administrative costs are examples.

These definitions are imperfect. In certain situations variable 

cost items assume the character of fixed costs. If fuel is purchased and 

paid for, but a loan commitment is due, all items such as fuel become 

fixed to the operator in his effective time period. The installment pay

ment becomes the variable expense because if the deadline is not met 

the firm cannot maintain itself. However, the three classes provide a 

point of reference for the remainder of the study in considering the type 

of fixed costs being considered.

It is generally accepted that trucks are able to transport more 

cheaply over short distances than railroads because of the high fixed 

costs of railroads. Many accounting problems are inherent in such a 

comparison. One study indicated that less-than-carload traffic moved 

by truck had lower average costs in all cases than sim ilar railroad 

service (3). The same inquiry also indicated that when considering 

truckloads of 10 tons and carloads of 30 tons, the railroads gained an 

advantage with distances of 60 miles or more. A study of new auto

36
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transportation indicated that the equal cost point of each method of 

transportation was at 230 miles, after which railroads gained the cost 

advantage (4).

These studies suggest two things: (1) For small shipments, 

trucks have a cost advantage over railroads; and (2) For the shorter 

distances, trucks have a cost advantage.

To the author’s knowledge, the exact cost boundary between 

truck and railroad for livestock is unknown. However, the concept is 

suggested in an examination of Arizona average length of haul data.

Based on 1957 traffic, the average haul for truck movements of cattle 

shipments originating in Arizona was 183 miles. The railroad ship

ments of Arizona cattle averaged 480 miles.

One other very important item is the speed and flexibility associ

ated with truck transport. Trucks are not fixed upon rails or particular 

routes. In 1959, over 3, 510, 660 (5) miles of public roads existed in the 

United States. However, only 383, 500 miles (6) of track was maintained. 

When this factor is considered in light of the fact that livestock industry 

has many origins, fleability becomes a most important attribute. Inter

ruption costs of feeding cattle can be minimized by utilization of the 

available speed and flexibility of trucking.

The characteristics of trucking firms can be summarized as 

follows:
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1. Small minimum investment. ,

2. Variable costs of 90 per cent or more of total costs.

3. A many-firmed industry.

4. Average costs that decrease up to a few units, but tend to 

remain constant or increase after a few units per fleet.

5. Truck transportation of short hauls and small shipments tends 

to be cheaper than railroads.

6. Trucks can provide greater speed and flexibility than ra il

roads. -

Truck Rate Theory

With this economic structure, value of service factors are not 

nearly as important as with the railroads. Rates become much more 

closely aligned with costs; once variable costs are returned, few costs 

remain to be covered.

Livestock trucking as experienced in the West is very competi

tive because of the ease of entry and exit. Livestock carriers are exempt 

of Interstate Commerce Commission regulation and state restrictions 

are easily satisfied.

One must recognize the possibility of certain localized conditions 

that create ’’local monopoly.” This situation arises when only one firm 

is located in an area, and may have a certain amount of monopoly advan

tages in the locality. However, the flexibility factor tends to discourage
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exploitative pricing by the local firm, as outside firms can easily service 

the locality.

Livestock trucking has considerable mobility of entry and exit. 

Consequently, there is little unused capacity, making it difficult to use 

differential pricing mechanisms. Of course, exceptions exist, but one 

is hard-pressed to find serious discriminatory practices.

No discussion of rate theory can be complete without mention of 

governmental regulation. The majority of motor carrier regulation is 

for protection of the roadway as well as the safety of fellow users. Both 

the state and Federal governments regulate maximum weights, lengths, 

and speeds, lighting requirements and the length of time a driver may 

drive.

Federal economic regulation of interstate commerce was enacted 

by the Motor C arrier Act of 1935. Since then, amendments have been 

enacted, but the original Act contains the basic provisions. Common 

carriers, contract carriers, private carriers, and transportation 

brokers are regulated, with common carriers having the most compre

hensive regulation.

Typically, agriculture has opposed motor carrier regulation. 

Consequently, certain agricultural products are exempted of economic 

regulation. Certain other items are also exempted such as newsprint. 

Many problems of definition have arisen from the term  "agricultural
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commodities.” Since the enactment of the Motor Carrier Act, there has 

been a gradual tightening of the definition. Some feel that exemption 

should be confined to movements from the farm to the first point of 

processing. '

The Transportation Act of 1958 amended the original Act. "Pro

perty consisting of ordinary livestock, fish (including shell fish), or 

agricultural (including horticultural) commodities (not including manu

factured products thereof) (of the original Act) shall include property 

shown as exempt in the commodity list ofithe Bureau of Motor:Carriers 

and not property shown as nonexempt” ( 7). In other words, a list of 

what is and what is not exempt is used as the gauge for exemption.

The point pertinent to this discussion is that livestock is exempt 

of ICC interstate economic regulation. However, the Arizona Corpora

tion Commission is responsible for intrastate economic regulation of 

cattle. Arizona Revised Statute 40-203, Power of Commission to Deter

mine and Prescribe Rates, Rules, and Practices of Public Service 

Corporations, sets forth basic legislation for. rate regulation. Some 

fifteen statutes are in use for state rate regulation. Revised Statutes 

40-363 and 40-365, providing for the filing and posting of rates, are 

quite important. These laws require that the carrier charge the pub

lished rate. Furthermore, they allow the Commission to fix rates or 

approve these rates as expedient. This action is also provided for in
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other statutes such as 40-203 previously mentioned. It is of interest to 

note that the rate which the Commission prescribes is "the” rate, not 

a minimum or maximum.

; Revised Statutes 40-607 and 40-608 provide that motor carriers,

common and contract carriers must acquire permits to operate within 

Arizona, or any part of Arizona. Common carriers must have a Certif

icate of Public Convenience and Necessity, while the contract carriers 

must obtain a Contract Carriers Permit. This regulation means that 

truckers cannot operate without authorization from the ACC. This, of 

course, requires the operator to comply with other regulations regard

ing rates, surety bonds, and insurance if he complies with the law.

The Rates and Tariffs Division of the ACC is responsible for 

enforcement of these economic regulations. Because of state budget 

limitations, this group is unable to enforce all existent regulations. 

Consequently, they have concentrated on the enforcement of operating 

rights. Recently,. some major efforts have been made to keep firm s’ 

operations within their prescribed territories. Enforcement of cattle 

rates has been negligible. Under present leasing agreements of new 

firms leasing to firms possessing operating rights and the possibility of 

buying existent operating rights, the entry barrier is easily overcome. 

It is with this relatively free competitive structure that the theory of . 

livestock rates will be developed.
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As previously stated, cost of service is probably the most impor

tant factor in truck rate making. Similarly, cost of service is the most 

important to livestock trucking. Consequently, a theoretical develop

ment of costs and their relationship to rates is in order.

The most common and most important is the relation of distance 

to costs. In order to traverse greater distances, additional expenses 

must be incurred which are affected in higher rates. However, the 

increase will not be at a constant rate. Certain costs tend to become 

fixed for a given trip causing unit costs to decrease as they are distrib

uted over more miles. Also, annual fixed costs are distributed over 

more miles.

Such costs as bedding, loading, and unloading costs are constant 

for a given trip. Although not as direct, administrative costs and freight 

sales costs tend to be fixed for a given trip. The management involved 

in making the arrangements for a haul of 20 miles is nearly as great as 

one for 200 miles. As a result, the unit costs diminish as distance 

increases.

Another factor resulting in a nonproportional increase of rates 

with distance is that variable long haul unit costs are less than for short 

hauls. Short hauls are characterized by more frequent stops, which take 

additional operating expenses to regain momentum, whereas on a long 

haul, momentum could be maintained and the associated increased costs 

spread over more miles.
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This phenomenon is known as the tapering principle which states 

that rates per unit hauled increase at a decreasing rate (8). The dia

gram below depicts this curvilinear relationship.

Miles

Another rather important factor is road condition. With two 

hauls of identical mileage, operating expenses may be considerably 

different if one haul is on a level, straight, hard-top road and the other 

over a road containing many curves, rapid elevation changes, and all or 

part gravel surfaced.

In this situation, it would seem that these costs would not have 

a linear relationship to road conditions. Certainly, a steep pull would 

increase costs, but not all costs. Fuel consumption would increase over 

a less difficult haul, but tire costs would remain rather constant unless 

an extremely adverse road surface were present.

The problem now becomes one of determining a satisfactory 

measure of road conditions. To determine the specific effect of road 

conditions, an elaborate engineering study would be needed. However,
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the transit time involved for a haul would be indicative of conditions 

since a poorer road would require the truck to travel slower and more 

time would be involved. With two hauls of equal distance, the differ

ences in transit time should be associated with two different rates. The 

movement having the longer transit time will have the higher rate, other 

things being equal.

The tapering principle will also be in effect with the time-rate 

relationship. Rates may have a positive curvilinear relationship with 

transit time. This is illustrated in the following diagram.

Transit time

At this point, some deviation must be made from a strict cost 

of service approach to consider the effect of backhauls. The specialized 

equipment needed to transport livestock does not readily lend itself to 

the movement of other commodities. However, technology is rapidly 

changing this situation.^

Belly tanks for hauling molasses and vans capable of being 
converted from cattle vans to dry freight vans.



The structure of the livestock economy is such that it is difficult 

to obtain a backhaul that can be delivered to the region of the origin, or 

at the same time the service is desired. Only out of certain large feed- 

lots and auctions may there be sufficient frequency of service to warrant 

the effort of gaining backhaul traffic. Cattle moved from the ranges 

originate in many very widely scattered places, and these origins are 

only visited once or twice per y ea r.. Frequently, there is insufficient 

time to arrange a backhaul, if it did exist, as the trucker is notified 

only a day or two prior to the date of service.

A third and recent development is movement of cattle on both the 

primary and backhaul. This is most prevalent in interstate hauls. Feeder 

cattle are moved into Arizona feedlots from the east, while fat cattle 

are transported to packing plants located in New Mexico and Texas.

These phenomena make the backhaul situation extremely compli

cated. The effect of backhauls on rates can be explained in terms of
' - ' ■ i * ' ' • • T ‘ ■ 1 - - ■ ' » .

t
joint supply. This will give rise to discriminatory rates and introduces 

the value of service side of rate making. However, in the case of live

stock transportation, backhauls are the exception rather than the rule. 

Livestock are most generally the primary haul and will be transported 

regardless of backhaul possibilities.

45

See Appendix 2 for a brief review of the Taussig-Pigou con
troversy of joint supply.
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Obviously, the availability of backhauls will affect livestock 

rates, but the value of service factor will be most prevalent to backhaul 

goods. Cost of service will be of primary importance to livestock rates. 

If revenue can be received from both the primary and return trip, some 

livestock rate concessions may be made. However, with the existent 

structure, the costs of the return trip will be thought of as fixed with 

very little increase of actual operating costs when loaded.* Conse

quently, any contribution toward these costs will be obtained if possible. 

Thus, the rate discrimination may be toward the backhaul rather than 

the primary livestock haul.

' However, as the frequency of backhauls increase, some of the 

effects will be passed on to the livestock industry in the form of reduced 

rates. Two things make the outcome very uncertain. Certain commodi

ties which are and can be used as backhauls are nonexempt and come 

under ICC regulations. Consequently, many livestock truckers do not 

have adequate permits and will require contractual or leasing arrange

ments if they are to haul. If the published rate is followed, the exempt 

commodity, livestock, may receive the greatest effects.

The second problem of predicting the outcome is that of live

stock being hauled two ways. However, with the traditional haul being

* Certainly, increased expenses will be incurred from gaining 
backhaul traffic. Freight sales costs, additional administrative costs, 
and additional operating costs to pick up and deliver the item will be 
incurred.
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the haul of feeders into Arizona, the more recent return trip rate will be 

on the basis of value of service, while the primary haul will be more 

nearly on the basis of cost of service. :

Some livestock are hauled as backhauls in other areas, but the 

traffic is not constant. Therefore, when they do exist, the original haul 

will be more nearly based on the cost of service with the return trip 

based upon value of service. > ;

One may summarize that the presence of backhauls may have 

some tendency to reduce the livestock rate and as the frequency of these 

increase, there will be a reduced effect on rates. The relationship will 

be negative. That is, as backhauls increase, rates will decrease and 

as in the other factors discussed, the relation will be curvilinear. The 

following illustration demonstrates the declining relationship.

Number of backhauls

Another item included in the cost of service factor is the size of 

truck. Larger units are able to operate at a lower unit cost because of
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increased operating efficiencies. Consequently, rates may decrease as 

the size of truck.increases.

Unit rate may vary with the utilization,of the available load 

space. This is evidenced by the minimum weight limits imposed by the 

carriers. They are dependent upon the size of unit.

Three other items of particular importance are to be included.

All three have costs elements, and value of service factors. The first 

items to be discussed are the volume shipped from the origins and the 

volume received by the destinations. These factors represent demand 

in that as the volume increases, competition is enhanced and in order to 

gain traffic, lower rates are granted. However, certain cost factors ; 

enter. Trucking firms have tended to locate in areas moving large 

numbers of cattle. Consequently, lower rates may be granted because 

of less deadhead mileage and the ease of arrangements. Thus, certain 

rates may be lower on a cost basis alone.

It can be assumed that the relationship of volume shipped and 

received to rates is negative. However, since the causes may be two

fold it may be difficult to isolate the magnitude of each.

Another joint factor may be the size of the shipment. As the size 

of shipment is increased and in order to gain future traffic, rate con

cessions may be made. The peculiar nature of off-the-range movements 

makes this particularly important. The service is performed for each
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customer only once, possibly twice, a year. Therefore, the large 

accounts are desirable. An exception to the general argument is the 

case of the large feedlot shipping daily. Service is so frequent that each 

load is a shipment with the total shipped per year being the influencing 

factor. However, in the case of the smaller shippers, each shipment 

presents a bargaining situation. The service tends to become a custom 

service rather than a mass produced homogeneous service.

Although value of service plays a part, cost of service is hypoth

esised as the major factor. With large shipments, administrative 

problems and expenses are considerably fewer on a unit basis. Little 

additional scheduling is required for a 500-head shipment over a 50-head 

movement.

It should be recognized that inherent in the discussion of the last 

three items is the possibility of unused capacity. Although variable costs 

are high, many costs become fixed if the equipment is idle. Conse

quently, value of service plays a part in rate-making.

Another point peculiar to livestock transportation, giving rise to 

the value of service factor, is the financial structure of many firms.

The livestock truck transportation industry is a many-firmed industry 

with many small firms. Since the initial investment is small, many 

operate with a minimum investment. In order to meet loan commitments, 

rates will be granted that will gain traffic and revenue to do so. The
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traditional variable costs (fuel, etc.) become a special case of fixed 

costs.

However, it must be reiterated that if total costs are not covered 

in the long-run, the firm cannot expect to maintain itself. Secondly, 

the firms faced with the above situations have a minor share of the 

market. Cost of service is the decisive factor in livestock transporta

tion pricing.
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CHAPTER IV

VALIDITY OF THEORY
: : . : V. ' '

The effort of the study will now be directed to construction and 

examination of a model of truck freight rates for Arizona livestock. As 

indicated by the descriptive material concerning livestock and the theo

retical development, one function cannot represent both intrastate and 

interstate movements. Consequently, a function representing each must 

be advanced. The two functions that were examined were written in the 

following manner.* . ’

Intrastate

Y « + /32X2 + /33X3 + /34X4 + /3sX5 + /36X6 + PgXg

* ^ 10X10 + ^ 11XU  +  ̂12X12 + 6 ...

* The notation used in this thesis Y* j 3n + 2  /3 .X. + e where
u i * l  1 1

there are r  independent variables, is a simplified form of the usual 
model in which estimates for the rate for each sample point are given 
by r

Y.. * /9n + 2  j3, X. + e, where i and j represent origin and des-
 ̂ k * l  Kij

tination of each shipment. In this study (ij) * 1, 2 .... 243 for the intra
state investigation and (ij) = 1, 2 .... 156 for the interstate investigation.
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Interstate

Y k ^ o + ^ 1X1 + ^ 2X2 + ^5X5 + ^6X6 + ^ ̂ 7  + ^ 8X8 + ^ 12X12

+ ^13X13 + e '

Intrastate Variables

Y * Freight rate in dollars per hundredweight of cattle. 

j8. x Regression coefficients for the respective X’s.

x Distance in miles/100 between origin and destination.

Xg * Square root of distance in miles.

Xg x Volume in number of head/100, 000 shipped from the 

. origin.

X^ x Volume in number of head/1, 000, 000 received by the 

destination.

Xg x Transit time in hours between origin and destination.

• X6 -

Xg x Number of animals in number of head/100 per shipment. 

x l 0 x Average load space in number of feet/10 per shipment.

X11 K X9X10 

X12 * X1X5
e x Random error.
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Interstate Variables

Y * Freight rates in dollars per hundredweight of cattle.

/3. * Regression coefficients for the respective X’s. :

x Distance in m iles/1 ,000 between origin and destination. 

Xg x Square root of distance in miles.

X^ x Transit time in hours between origin and destination.

x 6 * J  X5
X? x Number of backhauls/10 received by the origin.

Xg x Number of backhauls squared/10
V" : ' r  -  -

X^ 2  * (Distance in miles) (the transit time in hours)/10, 000

X i3 x (The square root of distance) (the square root of transit 

tim e)/10 . ;

e x Random error.

Although not specifically mentioned in the theoretical presenta

tion, one must be aware of the possibility of interactions. Interaction 

is defined as what is added by one factor at the first level of another 

factor is different from what is added at another level (1).

The interaction of distance and time is the most obvious of the 

two interactions. The effect of transit time on rates at the 100-mile 

level may differ from the effect at the 200-mile level.

The interaction of the number of head per shipment and the 

amount of load space is more difficult to observe. The trucking industry
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felt that certain firms operating smaller equipment were granting lower 

rates to gain some of the larger accounts. Rather than an additive 

relation of size of unit and shipment to rates, a varying relationship 

was thought to exist. The relationship of rates to size of shipment at 

one level load of space would differ from another level of load space; 

i.e., the possibility of rates decreasing faster for a smaller amount of 

load space as shipment size increased than at a larger load space is 

being examined.

Assumptions
. . - 1 • - 1 . -

Backhauls. Backhauls will be assumed to be zero in intrastate 

movements. Because of the lack of backhaul traffic in the state and the 

scheduling problems involved in coordinating cattle movements and back 

hauls, backhauls are the exception rather than the rule.

Size of truck. A positive highly correlated relationship between 

size of truck and load space will be assumed. Therefore, load space 

will represent truck size.

Secondly, it will be assumed that little variation will exist in 

the size of trucks moving in interstate transit. Typically, large trucks 

operate at, or slightly under, the legal over-all length regulations. 

Therefore, length of load space will not be considered in interstate 

movements.
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Size of shipment. Interstate shipments will be assumed to be 

constant in size, thus will not be considered a variable in interstate 

calculations. -

Statistical. Several statistical assumptions must be postulated.

(1) The variance of the dependent variable is assumed to be homogenous.

(2) Although not necessary for least squares estimates, the distribution

of the errors must be normal and independent. This is necessary to run 

the various tests of significance based upon sample distribution of t and 

F (2). ■ : ;

Definition of Variables

Rate per hundredweight. This variable is merely the total trans

portation charge divided by the number of hundredweights.

Distance. Distance is measured in terms of road mileage between 

each origin and the destination. Where mileages were not included on 

the questionnaire, a standard highway mileage guide used by the Rates 

and Tariff Division of the Arizona Corporation Commission was employed. 

In the event this was not available, mileages were computed from high

way maps.

Volume shipped from origin. The movement of Arizona livestock 

was aggregated into 37 origins dispersed throughout the state. Each 

observation was assigned to the appropriate origin and the volume of 

that origin was used.
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Volume received by destination. Destinations were grouped into 

their respective counties and the total number of cattle received by the 

county was used as the representative figure.

Time. Time data is the transit time in hours required for the 

loaded trip from the origin to the destination.

Number of animals per shipment. The size of the shipment is 

the number of animals which the shipper was billed or which the shipper 

indicated he was billed.

Length of hauling unit. This is the average length of load space 

per unit expressed in feet. It does not differentiate between semi

trailers and truck and trailers.

Backhaul. Backhaul is defined as transporting a load on the 

return trip. Certain peculiarities of livestock transportation necessi

tate strict definitions. Westbound movement of Arizona cattle is con

sidered to be the primary haul with the return trip being the backhaul. 

However, the eastern movements from Arizona are backhauls. The 

primary haul is the movement into Arizona from the east. Because of 

this traffic flow pattern, all eastern movements were classified as 

backhauls.
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Intrastate Rate Function

The intrastate rate model

Y -  ^ 0 + ^ lXl  + ^2X2 + ^3X3 + ^4X4 +i 5 X5 + ^6X6

4 /SgXg + £ 10X10 + + /‘ 12X12 + e

is the function being discussed with the terms defined as previously.

Estimates of the j3/s, their standard errors, and the related 

statistics were computed by the method of least squares using the Step

wise Regression Program on the IBM 650 digital computer (3).
, ’i-i-i ■

To determine whether the last variable entered, the r  variable 

is significantly larger than the residual sum of squares after adjusting 

its regression coefficient for the previous variables in regression an 

F test is employed. The test is made on the variable entering regres

sion by comparing the sum of squares added due to regression against 

the residual sum of squares with 1 and n-r-1  degrees of freedom. 

The hypothesis for this test is /L * 0 where /L is the partial regression 

coefficient of the last variable entering regression (4).

A second test of significance used was the t test of the ratio of 

the regression coefficient to its standard error. The hypothesis for

The t test is the ratio b. /  s, or the ratio of the partial
i

regression coefficient to the standard error of the partial regression 
coefficient. It is based on the assumption (b. - j3.)/ s, is distributed 
a s t .  1 1 -

’b. » Y.12 ... n^ cii
where c„ is an element of an inverse matrix (5).
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this test is /L * D. The level of significance was set at .05 for the 

initial investigation of the function. The critical value for the F and t 

tests was approximately 4 and 2, respectively. Five steps were required 

to reach the final equation, or in other words, five variables were

significant. Table 1 presents the stepwise development of the function.
1The equation and estimated parameters were as follows:

Y * .16319 + .02325X2 - .OTlSTXg + .12922Xg

- .02084Xg - .05098X10

The standardized regression coefficients, b’, indicated that 

distance (+.41055) was the most important variable contributing to the 

variability of rates. Time (.37043) was second, followed by the amount 

of load space (-.24221). Volume of the origin (-.16095) was fourth with 

the size of shipment (-.11948) being the least effective predictor of 

rates.

The differences between the estimated Y and the observed Y as 

measured by the sample means square of deviation from regression was 

± 13 cents. In other words, one can expect about two-thirds of the 

residuals to fall within one standard deviation or ± 13 cents of the

regression.line.

If this equation is being examined, care must be taken to 
properly code the variables. See Appendix Table 3a for proper coding, 
or the definitions on page 53 of this chapter.
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Table 1. Stepwise Development of the Intrastate Rate Function.'

Step
'Variables ' 
' in »
'Regression'

Standard Partial 
Regression Coefficient

, Coefficient of
, Multiple Determination

1 X6 - + .66825 .44646

2 XR + .69575

j*
. -.22153 .49479

3 X3 t .18786

X6 : , + .64523 ' ; ■ • : v .. _ '

. ^
-.20754 .52762

4 X3* : . \ " 16527

■ X6 + .68887

X9 - .18673

XiO • . 14505 .54575

5 X2 + .41055

X3 - .16095

X6 + .37043

^  V - .11948

X10 - .24221 .58025

See Appendix 3 for detailed development.
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Another useful measurement is the coefficient of multiple deter- 
2mination, R . This is the ratio of the means square due to regression

over the total sum of squares of Y. It indicates the per cent of variabil-
2ity associated with the independent variables (6). R was .58025, or 

about 58 per cent of the rate variability was associated with its five 

independent variables.

The equation was examined with an F value of one or approxi

mately a Type I erro r of 25 per cent. This is reduction of the critical 

value. It means that in about 25 per cent of the cases the calculated 

value of the statistic (F or t) will exceed the critical value when the 

hypothesis is true.

With this reduced criterion, two more variables were entered 

into regression. The first five steps were identical to those of the five 

per cent Type I e rro r. This equation resulted from the reduced critical 

value,

R * .19974 + .01648X2 -.07769X3 + .00692X^ + .14648X0 

- .09352X9 - .05670X10 + .01721X1;l

R was slightly improved to attain a value of .59666. The reduc

tion of the critical limits and the inclusion of two more variables 

resulted in only a slight improvement in the coefficient of the multiple 

determination.
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Because of the increased chance of committing a Type I error,
2

and the very smairgain in R , the latter equation was deemed imprac

tical. Consequently, inferences were not drawn from the function.

Accepting the Type I e rro r of .05 criterion, five variables were 

excluded from the function as being nonsignificant. These were the
' ■ ' i i' - ' : .

linear distance term, X-, volume received by the destination, X., the 

linear time variable, Xg, the interaction of the size of shipment and 

length of load space, X ^ , and the interaction time and distance, X ^-

The two linear terms of distance and time were excluded as 

they did not significantly improve the goodness of fit. This would sug

gest the possibility of the linear terms fitting the data as well as the 

square root term s. Since the variables were selected by entering into 

regression the variable having the highest partial correlation coefficient, 

it is quite possible that the linear terms were nearly the same as the 

square root term s.

Little can be said regarding the omission of X4, except that it 

was not an influencing factor based upon the available empirical data. 

However, one may speculate why the volume received by the destina

tion was rejected. Apparently, the destinations were heavily concen

trated to the point where their effect was constant and did not contribute 

to the variability of rates. Also, the destinations were aggregated into 

county totals. This aggregation was quite likely too great to reflect in 

rate variations.
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The rejection of the interaction terms indicates that the effects 

of time and distance are additive. An example would be that as distance

is varied at one level of time, and distance varied at another level of 

time, the difference between the two is the same throughout.

Appraisal of the Function

The common criterion for judging the usefulness of a regression

equation is the magnitude of the coefficient of multiple determination.
2The problem now becomes what is the required magnitude of R . The 

final decision rests upon the purposes in mind. For a problem of this 

nature it would seem that two values may be used. To suggest the p res

ence of relationships between rates and the significant variables, a low 
2

value R could be used. However, when the objective becomes accuracy

of prediction, the nature of the item being predicted becomes important.

With an industry such as trucking having high variable costs,

the variability associated with the postulated cost of service factors

should approach the proportion variable costs are of total costs. For

a spatial study, where transportation costs may be the decisive factor,
2accuracy is necessary. At least, an R value of .70 should be attained

before placing too much confidence in the function.
2The R of .59 for the five variable equation suggests that the 

relationships investigated do exist; that is, rates do increase curvi- 

linearly with increases of volume shipped from the origin, amount of 

load space and size of shipment.



The equation seemed inadequate because of its eventual use in 

spatial studies and the cost structure of trucking. The problem now 

becomes one of determining why the function was inadequate. Several 

items probably are important, of which poor data seem to be of utmost 

importance.

The mail questionnaire technique of collecting the observations 

allowed a great deal of bias to be introduced, especially with such a 

small sample. The individuals completing these questionnaires did not 

have the interest or conception of the problem. Consequently, the needed 

exactness was not achieved. If the answer was not immediately available, 

an estimate was given or merely omitted. In the case of estimates, each 

was made with the individual’s own particular method.

A specific example is that of transit time. In a great many cases, 

only the origin and destinations were given. Only the mileage between 

the two points was available. Actually, the loading point may have been 

several miles from town on country roads. The same situation may 

arise with the destination. It is not unreasonable to suspect that in 

some instances the shipper was not aware of the situation at the destina

tion.

Another possible weakness was the aggregation of the volume 

variables. The summation would not allow some of the lesser origins 

and destinations and, conversely, the major areas to be properly

64

reflected.
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As noted, rancher and feeder charges were considered in the . 

same function. The situation of each is much different. The size of 

shipment variable was defined as the number of cattle for which the 

shipper was billed. The rancher shipping one or two times per year will 

be billed for the total number of animals shipped at the particular time. 

Feeders, on the other hand, ship frequently; in some, cases, several 

loads daily. Each load is billed, resulting in smallrsized shipments; 

but on a yearly basis a large volume of animals is = shipped.

This would suggest separate functions for ranchers and feeders, 

or redefining the size of shipment to be the number shipped per year. 

Although both should have more extensive investigations, it would seem 

the yearly total would better reflect the effect of shipper size. Further 

refinement would be possible by considering the frequency of shipments. 

If the trucker can depend upon daily or weekly traffic, lower rates may 

be granted due to reduced administration costs and better knowledge of 

the future. " '

Another improvement would be the use of a better indication of 

road conditions. Time is the practical indicator, but when used with 

distance, may actually reflect the same relationship. If the time factor 

was redefined to be the difference between a standard time and the 

observed time, the road condition influence could be better isolated.

Obviously, this would be an imperfect measure of road condi

tions. Other factors such as driver competence may be reflected in the
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time deviation. However, the rate was established prior to the render

ing of the service and presumably was based on known or assumed road 

conditions. If so, the time differences, due to unknown conditions of the 

trip, would not be associated with the rate variation.

As recognized in the theoretical development, the financial con

dition of the trucker may affect the character of costs. Traditional 

variable costs may assume a fixed nature to a given operator. Conse

quently, it would be desirable to examine the relation of financial struc

ture and firm size to ra tes.

If the firm has a loan commitment immediately due and a fuel ; 

inventory, its only variable cost is the pressing payment. To gain 

revenue to meet this obligation, rates below normal variable costs may 

be granted.

Several alternatives are available for measurement of this influ

ence. The number of trucks per firm, the proportion loans are of total 

investment, total investment per firm, or the credit rating of the firm, 

are examples. At this point, it is not known which is best, but it seems 

that the credit rating should be investigated first. This would be more 

easily ascertained as the trucker survey indicated the members of the 

industry were rather tight-lipped. ; •

Another possible weakness of the proposed model was improper 

weighting of the value of service factor. However, at least variable
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costs must be covered. Since variable costs compose the major portion 

of total cost, this alternative seems unlikely.

In-state backhauls were considered to be zero as they are the 

exception rather than the rule. However, the possibility of the firms 

transporting other goods as primary hauls, rather than primary hauls 

of livestock, was omitted. The equipment flexibility may be greater 

than thought.

The problem now becomes one of determining how prevalent the 

multi-service factor is (the trucker interview indicated some existed) 

in terms of total revenue. A multi-service firm would have a cost struc

ture different than the firm providing cattle service only. In the former 

case, livestock may be transported only when other traffic is unavailable. 

With the seasonality of shipments in the spring and the fall of the year, 

the off-seasons may force the trucker to solicit other revenue sources. 

The seasonality aspect suggests the need for examination of this factor.

In the off-seasons competition may be more keen to utilize unused 

capacity and thus lower rates or, conversely, in-season.

One major alternative remains. This is the employment of more 

sophisticated statistical techniques and/or the use of better empirical 

data. Inherent throughout is the need for better quality data. To remain 

within the bounds of the assumptions no error must exist in the indepen

dent variables. However, the data employed seems to endanger this
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assumption and suggest the possibility of using a different model, assum

ing error to exist in the independent variables.

However, it is the opinion of the author that such a complex 

method should not be immediately engaged. Improved data and a thorough 

investigation of the suggested variables, plus the original factors, are 

needed first.

Interstate Rate Function

As previously indicated, the interstate rate model differs from 

the intrastate function. Certain variables were omitted while others 

were added. The function tested was of this form:

Y = £ q + £ + 0 2X2 + ^5X5 + ^6X6 + ^7X7 + ^8X8

+  ^  1 2 X 1 2  +  ^  1 3 X 13 +  e  

with the variables defined as on page 54.

The level of significance used was five per cent for these tests 

of significance. Three steps were required to develop this function 

with the .05 Type I error. Table 2 sets forth the development of the 

function.

The final equation with its estimated parameters was as follows: 

Y  *  - .2 9 8 9 7  +  .3 6 3 1 3 X 2  -  .7 3 7 3 5 X ^  +  .3 1 7 5 7 X g

The goodness of fit as measured by Sy was + 18 cents. One can 

expect about two-thirds of the residuals to be within one standard
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Table 2. Stepwise Development of the Interstate Rate Function, 
Steps 1, 2, and 3.1

Step I Variables 
. in

Regression

f T
» Standard Partial »
'Regression Coefficient'

Ceofficient of 
Multiple Determination

1 X2 + .80960 .65320

2 X2 + .80581

< - .16148 .67739

3 ■ V + .75657

X7 - .96623

X8 + .82475 .70773

1 See Appendix 4 for detailed development.
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deviation of + 18 cents of the regression line. The coefficient of multiple
''' 2

determination R was .70773 for this function. Approximately 71 per 

cent of the rate variation was associated with the three independent var

iables.

As with the intrastate function, the function was also investigated 

with a Type I error of 25 per cent. This reduced the critical value of 

F to 1. Consequently, three more variables were entered into regres

sion as being significant. Table 3 shows the development of the function 

commencing with Step 4 as the first three of each run were identical.

Although the F level was at the 25 per cent level of significance, 

the resulting regression coefficients were significant at the .05 Type I 

error level. Appendix Table 4c gives the values of the t  test of the 

regression coefficients. In the intermediate steps at least one variable 

was nonsignificant. However, when the regression coefficients become 

adjusted for the new variables in regression, such as in the final equa

tion, all the regression coefficients were significant. This adjustment 

process also shows in the F test values. Once the linear time term is 

introduced, the F value increases well over the five per cent level of 

significance, except to exclude Xg.

In all cases when the F value was below the five per cent level, 

at least one regression coefficient was nonsignificant. If the variables 

could be entered into regression as the investigator desired, a
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Table 3. Stepwise Development of the Interstate Rate Function, Steps 
4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. 1

Step
' Variables 
' in
’ Regression

t t •

, Standard Partial , Coefficient of
, Regression Coefficient .Multiple Determination

4 X2 + .10998

, X6 + .66244

XT - .92289

X8 + .77929 .71859

5 X2 + .19593

X6 + .71768

x7 - .87746

X8 + .75937

X12 - .14871 .71901

6 *2 + .88297

X5 +4.73503

X6 -3.21553

x7 - .64344

X8 - .52595

X12 -1.69672 .76697-1.69672 .76697
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Table 3. (Continued).

' Variables 
Step ' in

’ Regression

* < • ^
, Standard Partial , Coefficient of
, Regression Coefficient , Multiple Determination

7. X 1 + 2.06540

- .54456

X5 + 5.54591
: , •

x 6 •. - 3.58742

*7 - .63314

+ .75746

X12 - 2.81172 .77814

>T00 + 1.34719

.... . .  X5 + 5.45040

X6
- 3.62136

X7
- .61808

i "

X8 + .52299

X 12 - 2.49667 .77364

See Appendix 4 for detailed development.
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decreasing F value could be attained. However, the stepwise program

does not allow this ordering, thus the varying magnitude of F values.

Because all variables were significant at the point .05 signifi- 
2cance level and R was increased to .77364, the following function was 

accepted.^

Y * 2.27020 + 2 .4 7 9 4 ^  + .36149X5 - 1.73824X6

- .47182X7 + .20135Xg - 1.47977X12

One can expect two-thirds of the residuals to fall within one 

standard deviation, ± 16 cents of the predicted value.

The meaning of the test of significance should be reiterated. 

Being significant at the five per cent level of t, indicates that the prob

ability of committing a Type I erro r (rejection of a true hypothesis) is 

five per cent if the hypothesis is true. Consequently, one out of 20 

times one will be wrong.

Appraisal of the Function

The same criterion,for determining the adequacy of the inter

state function will be used as that employed for the intrastate function,
o

the magnitude of R . The purpose one has in mind determines the 

sufficient size of the coefficient of correlation. The .77 coefficient of

* If this equation is being used, care must be taken to properly 
code the variables. See Appendix Table 4a for proper coding.
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this function seems to be adequate when considering the purposes of 

this study and the situation of livestock transportation firms. However, 

it would seem that this is a rather liberal position and that improve

ments in the goodness of fit are possible.

Although the signs of the regression coefficients do not conform

exactly with those hypothesized, the differences seem tenable. Rates

increase positively with the linear mileage factor. Similarly, rates

increase positively with the linear time function. The square root term

entered regression with a negative coefficient. However, with the linear

positive relation entered, the curvilinear must be negative to offset the

change in X^. One will note that in Step 6, when Xg was entered, Xg
1

assumed a negative relationship. This would suggest investigating a 

term with a different exponent than the two actually used, to * obtain a 

better fit. Such a term, if the correct exponent were used, would 

explain the variance as well as the two terms, Xg and Xg.

The linear backhaul effect was negative. Rates decreased as 

the number of backhauls increased. However, the square root term of 

backhauls demonstrated a positive relationship. This suggests express

ing the factor with a different relationship.

1 See Appendix Table 4c.
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The presence of the interaction term, indicates the effect

of the combined influence of time and distance (6). The negative re la

tionship suggests the combined effects are not as great as time and 

distance increase.

The standard partial regression coefficients, b*, indicate the 

relative importance of each variable. The b* values obtained were as 

follows:
Standard Partial

Variable Regression Coefficient

+ 5.45040

- 3.62136

- 2.49667 

+ 1.34719

- .61808 

+ .52299

The linear time factor seemed to contribute the greatest amount 

to the variation of rates of these variables examined. This was followed 

by the square root of time. The third contributing factor was the inter

action between linear distance and time. The linear distance function 

was the fourth most important factor. The least important were the 

two backhaul terms with the square of backhauls contributing least to

the variation rates.
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As previously stated, no disagreements existed with the direc

tion of the relationships. Furthermore, no serious challenges to the 

theory resulted from the empirical investigation. Only the polynomial 

of distance and the interaction of the square root terms of distance and

time were rejected as being nonsignificant.
' . - : ; .

The rejection of Xg does not greatly alter the theoretical fram e

work. Because of the possibility of time measuring the same relation

ship as Xj, it is quite likely that nothing was added to the explanation 

of the rate variance by entering Xg.

The interaction being excluded does not weaken the hypoth

esis. With the linear terms of time and distance being significant, the 

curvilinear terms apparently do hot add anything to the explanation.

Figure 4 illustrates the rate surface predicted by varying dis

tance and time, while backhauls were held constant at their mean.

Rates tend to decrease up to six hours and three hundred miles. Beyond 

this point, rates increase in a curved fashion.

The combinations of the intermediate distances and large num

ber of hours have higher predicted rates than do the longer distances 

with the same hours. The predicted rate for 1, 3000 miles and 34 hours 

is $2.54 per hundredweight with the given backhaul conditions. How

ever, with 700 miles and 34 hours, the predicted rate is $4.61 per 

hundredweight. Obviously, the 700-mile, 34-hour situation is highly 

improbable, but it does illustrate the "hump" in the surface.



Figure 4.
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Some of the Texas points shipping into Arizona have good road 

conditions and are able to transport at a lower rate than certain inter

mediate points. The poorer road conditions, as reflected in longer 

transit times, have considerable effect upon livestock freight rates.

In the theoretical development, backhauls were postulated to 

have some effect upon livestock rates, but primarily upon the backhaul 

rate. As indicated by the standardized partial regression coefficients, 

backhauls contributed least to rate variation. From this investigation, 

one cannot speculate upon the effect on backhaul rates. However, since 

backhauls were apparently the least important, one may conclude that 

some of the backhaul effects are passed on to the livestock shipper, but 

mileage and distance seem to be the basic factors.

This tends to substantiate the hypothesis that the livestock rates 

are most generally aligned to costs and the major part of the backhaul 

effects are given to the backhaul itself.

One must realize that only 77 per cent of the variation has been 

"explained.” Obviously, certain factors have been excluded that com

pose the unobservable random error.

Certain improvements would arise from the employment of 

better data. The backhaul factor needs more investigation to better 

establish the pattern of backhauls. Mileage and time improvements 

may be made, but with the larger values involved, improvements would 

not greatly affect the results.
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: The real contribution that could be made in future investigations 

would be the inclusion of other factors. It is known that certain large 

shippers receive more favorable treatment and justifiably so, as pointed 

out in Chapter'm. The use of a factor reflecting the shipper size would 

be desirable. The number of animals shipper per year per shipper 

could be used. A factor reflecting the frequency of shipments would also 

need examination.

Although variable costs do compose a large portion of total cost, 

value of service factors should not be entirely excluded. If available, 

volume data would be desirable as they might reflect competitive factors 

of the location and number of trucking firms.

Interstate truckers tend to be larger and more firmly established, 

therefore have a different cost structure from the intrastate truckers. 

The specific point is that as these firms are entrenched, it becomes 

more difficult to quickly contract. Consequently, these firms are con

fronted with a higher fixed cost structure.

Problems of excess capacity are of greater importance. In 

order to maximize revenues, rate concessions may be granted. How

ever, these lower rates will cover variable costs, but the interstate 

firms will have lower variable costs. This will encourage value of 

service factors to come into play.

To investigate this proposition, the cost structure of livestock 

truckers is needed. The size of variable costs needs to be known for
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the various classes of truckers, whether an intra or interstate hauler, 

or. a more perfect classification based upon revenue.

Once this is established, the amount of idle time each firm has 

becomes of interest. It would seem that as the firm becomes more 

difficult to liquidate, the amount of idleness per unit of time would be 

negatively related to rates. As the idle time increases, rates would 

decrease. If the longer run is considered, all costs must be returned 

for the firm to remain in the industry.

Another feature omitted from this hypothesis that would improve 

the function is the multi-service nature of many interstate haulers. 

Cattle transportation is not the primary source of revenue and/or the 

equipment is sufficiently flexible to haul other goods. This assumes 

proper ICC authority to perform such services.

Consequently, the importance of livestock transportation to the 

firm becomes of importance. Firms primarily engaged in livestock 

transportation with highly specialized equipment will have a different 

rate structure than those with flexible equipment and not wholly depend

ent upon livestock transportation. The former situation would lead to 

lower rates in order to maintain operations. The latter situation would 

tend to keep rates at the established level.

One consideration in this problem is the contribution manage

ment feels a commodity may make toward revenue and which is the 

easiest to achieve. This is dependent upon the good will the firm pos

sesses.
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This discussion leads the author to conclude that some consider

ation of the hauler must be made. Several methods of measuring this 

factor may be used. It would seem that the portion cattle transporta

tion is of total revenue, or the number of commodities hauled, may 

prove as significant variables.

As this discussion indicated, several areas of improvement of 

the equation are available. One of the most important is the use of more 

perfect data. The inclusion of shipper size and the firm providing the 

service should refine the hypothesis. Investigation of the cost structure 

and the possibility of value of service factors seem to be an excellent 

area for improvement of the hypothesis.
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; CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

To appraise the final results of this endeavor, one must deter

mine how well the objectives were fulfilled. Obviously, the study falls 

short of fulfilling the objectives, thus suggesting the need for further 

investigation.

In order to determine the factors influencing truck freight rates 

of livestock, a theoretical framework was developed for rates. The 

cost of service concept was emphasized as the major factor in truck 

rate-making. This position was supported by the high variable cost 

structure of trucking.

Using this general development as a basis, two models of live

stock rates were proposed, one for intrastate rates and the other for 

interstate rates. With empirical data these functions were examined 

to obtain estimates of the regression coefficients of the variables, 

determine the significant variables, and to determine the adequacy of 

the resultant functions.

The intrastate function was judged to be impractical as a rate 

model, as only 58 per cent of the rate variation was associated with
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the significant independent variables. The parameter estimates of the 

significant(five per cent Type I error) variables were as follows.

Y = .16319 + .02325X2 - .07187Xg + .12922Xg - .02084Xg

- .05098X10

where

Y * Freight rate in dollars per hundredweight of cattle.

Xg w Square root of distance in miles between origin and

destination.

Xg « Volume in number of head/100,000 shipped from the 

origin.

Xg * Square root of transit time in hours between origin and 

destination.

Xg r Number of animals in number of head/100 per shipment. 

Xi 0r Average load space in number of feet/10 per shipment.

The interstate function was accepted realizing that its accept

ance was a very liberal position. Seventy-seven per cent of the rate 

variability was associated with the independent variables. The final 

equation with the variables significant at the five per cent level of 

significance was as follows.

Y = 2.27020 + 2.47941X, + .36149X, - 1.73824X.
1 5 6

- .47182X„ + .20135Xo - 1.47977X10 7 8 12
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where

Y = Freight rate in dollars per hundredweight of cattle. 

s= Distance in m iles/1 ,000 between origin and destination.

Xg *s Transit time in hours between origin and destination.

X6 ‘  f x T ~  :
Xrj = Number of backhauls/10 received by the origin.

Xg * Number of backhauls squared/10

X^2* (Distance in miles) (Transit time in hours) /1 0 ,000.

Since one function was not acceptable and the other barely 

acceptable, several improvements were suggested. It was concluded 

that better data was one of the more important improvements needed. 

Other factors in addition to the ones investigated need to be included. 

These would include the financial character of the trucking firm, the 

nature of the shipper regarding frequency of shipments, and seasonality 

of shipments. Inherent in these factors is the greater weighting of the 

value of service than in the models investigated in this study.

Another important alternative is examining the factors 

expressed in different relationships, or more simply, examination of 

a different functional relationship.

It would seem that the greatest value of this study is the step 

which it provides toward developing an adequate model of freight rates 

for Arizona livestock.
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APPENDIX 1 

Computation of the F Test

The F test used for this study was made by comparing the sum

of squares added by the r ^ 1 variable entering regression, adusted for

the other variables in regression against the residual sum of squares
_2  9

or error. Symbolically, it is the ratio of 2y /  sv  1 9  with 1 andn X • .Ltie • ell
n -r - 1  degrees of freedom.

The test is based upon the ratio of 2yn /  Sy ^  n being dis

tributed in a F distribution with and Vg degrees of freedom if all 

possible samples of a given size are taken.

The following formulas present the needed computations.

^ 1 2 .  J *
2  bi V

^ 1 2  2 bY1.2 xl y + bY2.1X2y

* Sy1 2 ...n2  '  S y 1 2  2

s 2
Y.12...n K SdY.12. . . „ 2 /  n - r - 1  d’f

yn 2SdY.12...n 2 (Y-Y) 2

Appendix Table la  illustrates the computation of F in the analy

sis of variance scheme.
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Appendix Table la. Analysis of Variance of Interstate Rates 1

Source of 
Variation

’ Degrees 
' of 
f Freedom

t

, Sum of
, Squares

T

’ Means Square
f ' -

T

• ' F

Regression due 
toX 4

1 Sy4 2  = 11.71800
; _ 2  ■'

Sy4  : -  11.71800

Deviation from 
regression 154 2 d 2  * 6.16000

y4
; ®Y.12...n2  * .04000 “ .oiooo -  2 9 2 - 9 6 2 1 0

Total 155 2y2  * 17.87800

1 For discussion of the F test, see Snedecor, George W., Statistical Methods, Iowa State College Press, 
Ames, 1956, pp. 244-249 and 417-420.



APPENDIX 2

Taussig-Pigou Joint Cost Discussion

Pigou and Taussig engaged in one of the well-known discussions 

of joint costs. Taussig contended that railroads were an example of 

true joint-costs and used this as an explanation of discriminatory rates.

Pigou criticized this position stating that Taussig was in error. 

Pigou in The Economics of Welfare, 4th Edition, 1932, defined joint 

products, ’’such additional investment cannot be used to facilitate the 

supply to one market without facilitating the supply to the other."

Taussig was not as implicit, allowing additional investment to effect 

one market.

However, Pigou did contend that joint supply did exist in the 

case of railroad backhauls. The trip from A to B requires a return trip 

from B to A. "The addition of a million pounds to the expenditure on 

moving vehicles necessarily increases both the number of movements 

of vehicles from A to B and the number of movements from B to A. This 

implies true jointness."

Current thinking distinguishes between "joint-costs" and "con

stant costs" in explaining railway rates.
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Statistics for the Intrastate Rate Function

The purpose of the appendix is to provide the estimates pertinent 

to computation of the intrastate rate function. Two hundred and forty 

three sets of observations were used in the calculations.

The function tested and the accompanying calculations are as 

follows.

Y  = /3 q + /J + 0  gXg + 0 4X 4 + /? 5X 5 + /? gXg + £  gXg

+ ^  10X10 + ^  11X11 +  ^  12X12 + €

where

Y x Freight rate in dollars per hundredweight of cattle.

* Regression coefficients for the respective X's.

X^ * Distance in m iles/100 between origin and destination.

Xg x Square root of distance in miles.

Xg x Volume in number of head/100, 000 shipped from the 

origin.

X4  x Volume in number of head/1, 000, 000 received by the 

destination.

APPENDIX 3
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Xg * Transit time in hours between origin and destination.

X6 m

Xg ~ Number of animals in number of head/100 per shipment. 

X^q * Average load space in number of feet/10 per shipment.

X 1 1  * X9X10

e * Random error.
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Appendix Table 3a. Coding of Variables Using the Mean Values as
Examples.

Type
t
, Variable

T
, Value

Original
Coded x i 127.984

1.2798
Original
Coded X 2

10.74350
10.74350

Original
Coded X3 50282.

.50282
Original
Coded X4 449012.

.449012
Original
Coded X5 3.60276

3.60276
Original
Coded X 6

1.80773
1.80773

Original
Coded X9 : ; ■■ 93.872

.93872
Original
Coded X 1 0

39.7654
3.97654

Original
Coded : X 1 1  : 3940.22

3.94022
Original
Coded X 1 2

584.881
1; 5.84881

Original
Coded

. y .38815
.38815



Appendix Table 3b. Simple Correlation Coefficients Between each Variable.

t Variable
Variable

: x i i X 2 i X3 : x4 : x s V X 6 i X9 ; x io : x u ; x i 2

X 2
+.98231

*3 -.21945 -.19883

X4 +.58796 +.61203 +.02936

X5 +.73991 +.70096 -.22119 -.21909

X 6
+.83749 +.82391 -.25967 +.32871 +.95861

X9 +.00856 -.02370 +.04088 -.21091 +.17791 +.12410

X 1 0
+.42908 +.42095 +.08360 +.29660 +.21466 +.27820 +.18730

X 1 1
+.07564 +.04414 +.04245 -.15918 +.21313 +.16760 +.98791 +.26112

X 1 2
+.75985 +.69472 -.19141 +.24161 +.96380 +.88638 +.19174 +.24318 +.23030

Y +.64597 +.64859 -.36389 +.36967 +.60394 +.66824 -.13517 -.00218 -.10060 +.55777

CD
-3



Appendix Table 3c. Values as the Variables Enter Regression.

’Variables’ ' Standard
Steo ' in ' Regression ’ E rror of

” ’ Regres- ’ Coefficients ’ Regression 
’ sion ’ ’ Coefficients

' ’ Standard ’
' Y ’ Deviation '
' Intercept' from ’
’ ’Regression’

T 1
•cv t Coefficient , .

Value in e te rm to aL : Value

’ Standard 
’ Partial 
’ Regression 
’ Coefficient

1 X6 + .23311 .01671 -.03325 .15060 +194.44980 .44646 +13.95032 + .66825

2  X + .24270 .01613 +15.04649 + .69575

*9 - .03864 .00806 -.01432 .14420 + 22.95380 .49479 - 4.79404 - .22153

3  X3 - .08389 .02061 - 4.07035 - .18786

x 6
+ .22508 .01621 4-13.88525 + .64523

X9 - .03620 .00783 +.05743 .13970 + 16.55380 .52762 - 4.62324 - .20754

4 X3 - .07380 .02052 - 3.59649 -.16527

X 6
+ .24030 .01667 +14.41511 + .68887

Xg - .03257 .00779 - 4.18100 - .18673

X 1 0
- .03053 .00982 +.14283 .13730 + 9.66320 .54575 - 3.10896 - .14505

5 X2 + .02325 .00466 + 4.98927 + .41055

X3 -.07187 .01956 - 3.67433 - .16095

X 6
+ .12922 .02739 + 4.71778 + .37043

X9 -.02084 .00779 - 2.67522 - .11948

X 1 0
- .05098 . 0 1 0 2 2 +.16319 .13090 + 24.81030 .58025 - 4.98825 - .24221

<£>



Appendix Table 3c. (Continued).

Step
' Variables' 
’ in '
1 Regres- ' 
' sion '

Regression
Coefficients

' Standard 
' E rror of 
'Regression 
'Coefficients

' ' Standard '
' Y ' Deviation '
' Intercept' from '
' 'Regression'

F , Coefficient
Value , ^  Multiple 
va e ,Determination

t
' t
' Value

' Standard 
' Partial 
' Regression 
' Coefficient

6
X 2

+ .01788 .00569 + 3.14235 + .31400

x 3 - .07677 .01972 - 3.89300 - .17183

x 4 + .00695 .00425 + 1.63529 + .09569

x6 + .14409 .02876 + 5.01008 + .41311

x9 - .01849 .00789 - 2.34347 - .10598

X 1 0
- .05140 .01019 +.16472 .13040 + 2.67170 .59374 - 5.04416 - .24410

7 x2 + .01648 .00577 + 2.85615 + .291037

X3 - .07769 .01970 - 3.94365 - .17389

x4 + .00692 .00424 : + 1.63207 + .09527

X6 + .14648 .02877 + 5.09141 + .41997

X9 - .09352 .05571 - 1.67869 - .53604

X10 - .05670 .01089 - 5.20661 - .26927

x n + .01721 .01265 +.19974 .13020 + 1.85130 .59666 + 1.36047 + .43868

CD
CD
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Appendix Table 3d. Inverse Matrix for Variables in Regression.

f
Variable T

f * 2

X- + 3.91697

X3

X6

; x 3 

+ .04116 

*1.10673

Variable
: x e  : ^

- 3.03823 + .64187 

+ .31159 - .04780 

+ 3.55353 - .59615

+ 1.15029

- .92728

- .18758 

+ .37597

- .31580

+1.36057



Appendix Table 3e. Inverse M atrix for Variables in Regression.

Variable
t Variable

i X 2 : x s : x 4 : x s ' X9 : x i o : x u

X 2
+ 6.06120 + .28316 - 1.96898 - 3.96944 + 3.71148 - .69056 - 3.41401

X3 +1.13423 - .22808 + .20550 +  .19875 -  .16654 - .28425

X4 +  1.99395 +  .88627 +  .34664 -  .03742 -  .06723

X 6
+  3.96317 -  1.39843 +  .30334 + .94567

X 9
+  59.44370 +  3.08713 -59.41303

X 1 0
+  1.56089 -  3.47662

X 1 1 •

+60.59687

o
| - 4



Statistics for Interstate Rate Function

This appendix presents the values computed for the interstate 

rate function. The interstate function was tested with 156 observations. 

The function is as follows.

Y » 0 O + h Xl + 02X2 + ^3X3 + 04X4 +

+ ^9X9 + ^10X10 + ^11X11 + ^12X12 + e
where

Y s  Freight rate in dollars per hundredweight of cattle.

/L * Regression coefficients for the respective X's.

X^ *. Distance in m iles/1,000 between origin and destination. 

Xg * Square root of distance in miles.

Xg * Transit time in hours between origin and destination.

x e -

Xrj * Number of backhauls/10 received by the origin.

Xg m Number of backhauls squared/10

* (Distance in miles) (Transit time in hours)/10,000.

X1 3  « (The square root of distance) (The square root of transit 

time)/1 0 .

e * Random error.

APPENDIX 4
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Appendix Table 4a. Coding of Variables Using the Mean Values as
Examples.

Type
f
, Variable

f
, Value

Original
X 1

486.63
Coded .48663
Original X 2

21.63810
Coded 21.63810
Original X5 13.9990
Coded 13.9990
Original

X 6
3.67393

Coded 3.67393
Original X7 1.6410
Coded .16410
Original

X 8
2.2372

Coded .22372
Original

X 1 2
7660.20

Coded .766020
Original X13 82.1565
Coded 8.21565
Original Y .98519
Coded .98519



Appendix Table 4b. Simple Correlation Coefficients Between Each Variable.

Variable
1 < Variable
: x i ; x 2 : x 5 : v ' x7 

1 * ; x s : :  x i 2 : x i3

X 2
+ .98503

x 5 + .90291 + .89462 — --

X 6
+ .88199 + .89433 + .98981

X7 + .04560 - .01206 + .03288 - .02351 ■ ; ."

X 8 + .11235 + .06108 + .09228 + .3676 + .97435

X 1 2
+ .95134 + .89771 + .92630 + .87554 + .15919 + .21254

X13 + .95134 + .96505 + .97408 + .95808 + .03977 + .10596 + .96252
Y • + .72985 + .75977 + .79764 + .80960 - .18043 -.08889 + .67581 + .78202

S



Appendix Table 4c. Values Computed as Each Variable Entered Regression.

Step
' Variables’
' in 'Regression
' Regres- ' Coefficients 
' sion '

' Standard ' '
' E rror of ' Y '
' Regression ' Intercept' 
'Coefficients ' '

Deviation ' F ■ C l i e n t  : t

ReRressiorf ^  ni Value

' Standard 
’ Partial 
' Regression 
' Coefficient

1
X 6

+ .38858 V . 02270 - .44243 . 2 0 0 0 0 +292.96210 .65320 +17.11806 .80960

2
x 6

+ .38676 .02190 i+17.66027 + .80581

X7 - .12323 .03482 - .41552 .19290 + 12.52040 .67739 - 3.53905 - .16148

3
X 6

+ .36313 .02162 +16.79602 + .75657

X7 - .73735 .15264 - 4.83064 - .96623

X 8
+ .31757 .07704 - .29897 .18360 + 16.99570 .70773 + 4.12214 + .82475

4
X 2

+ .00883 .00794 + 1.11209 + .10998

X 6
+ .21722 .04662 + 6.80438 + .66244

X7 - .70427 .15535 - 4.53344 .92289

X 8
+ .30007 .07856 - .32287 .18340 + 1.23420 .71859 + 3.82765 + .77929

5
X 2

+ .01573 .00961 + 1.63684 + .19593

X 6
+ .34367 .05098 + 6.74127 + .71768

X7 - .66960 .15740 - 4.25413 - .87746

X 8 + .29240 .07862 + 3.71916 .75937

X 1 2
- .08814 .06946 - .50582 .18300 + 1.60920 .71901 - 1.26893 - .14871



Appendix Table 4c. (Continued).

Step

’Variables' ’ Standard ’ ’ Standard ’ ’ . . ’
’ in ' Regression ' E rror of ' Y ' Deviation ' - F ' ir*V ' t
' Regres- ' Coefficients'Regression ' Intercept' from ' Value ' ° , u .1̂ .® ' Value
' sion ' 'Coefficients' 'Regression' ,ue termination,

' Standard 
' Partial 
' Regression 
' Coefficient

6
X 2

+ .07089 .01327 + 5.34213 + .88297

x 5 + .31404 .05668 + 5.54058 + 4.73503

X 6
-1.54350 .34380 - 4.48953 - 3.21553

X7 - .49102 .14738 - 3.32610 - .64344

X 8
+ .20252 .07364 + 2.75014 + .52595

X 1 2
-1.00564 .17735 + 1.53133 .16720 +30.67540 .76697 - 5.67037 - 1.69672

7
X 1

+3.80131 1.38421 + 2.74619 + 2.06540

X 2
- .04372 .04371 - 1.00023 - .54456

X5 + .36782 .05885 + 6.25013 + 5.54591

X 6
-1.72202 .34283 - 5.02296 - 3.58742

X7 - .48316 .14432 - 3.34784 - .63314

X 8
+ ,21058 .07216 + 2.91820 + .75746

X 1 2
-1.66650 .29675 + 2.56758 .16370 + 7.54220 .77814 - 5.61580 - 2.81172

oO)



Appendix Table 4c. (Continued).

Step

' Variables' ' Standard ' ' Standard '
' in ' Regression ' E rror of ' Y ' Deviation '
' Regres- 1 Coefficients ' Regression ' Intercept' from ’
' sion ' ' Coefficients' ' Regression?

F
Value

, Coefficient , ,
. of Multiple , j
.Determination, vaiue

' Standard 
'P a r t i a l  
' Regression 
' Coefficient

8 x i + 2.47941 .41442 + 5.98283 + 1.34719

X5 + .36149 .05890 + 6.13735 + 5.45040

X 6
- 1.73824 .34474 - 5.04217 - 3.62136

X7 - .47182 .14484 - 3.25752 - .61808

X 8
+ .20135 .07204 + 2.79497 + .52299

X 1 2
- 1.47977 .23222 + 2.27020 .16480 - .99370 .77364 - 6.37227 - 2.49667

o-a



Appendix Table 4d. Inverse M atrix of V ariables in Regression.

' Variable
Variable ' Xft ' . X- ' XQ

i v  T I r 8  * X

X6  + 1.07622 + 1.26044 - 1.26767

X7  + 21.21909 - 20.72106

X8 + 21.23606



Appendix Table 4e. Inverse M atrix of V ariables in Regression.

Variable
t Variable

: x i : x 5 : x e ; X7 '  x 8 : x i 2

x i + 33.37831 + 102.49773 - 84.14200 + 8.99936 - 7.65535 - 52.83367

X5 + 519.26564 -  416.74318 +  24.77168 -  23.05136 - 212.67477

X 6
+  339.61206 -  18.87081 +  18.13364 +  167.88288

X7 + 23.71553 -  22.75092 -  13.92525

X8 +  23.04770 +  11.48191

X 1 2
+  101.05169
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